The atmospheric structures of magnetic CP2 (Ap) stars are notoriously difficult to model: line blanketing is severe, surface gravities are extremely uncertain, and the surface abundance inhomogeneities lead to different atmospheric properties as a function of position on the star. Seismology of the p-modes of rapidly oscillating Ap (roAp) stars (Kurtz 1990) , which vary with periods of a few minutes and amplitudes below 0.01 mag and 1 km/s in light and velocity, has already helped constrain the luminosities -and hence, the log</ values -of some cool CP2 stars (Kurtz 1992, these proceedings). We show here that the pulsations of an roAp star can also directly probe the temperature structure of a CP2 atmosphere.
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• It produces no changes in the projected area of the stellar disk during the pulsation cycle, so all observed brightness variations can be attributed to flux (i.e., temperature) variations; and • No matter what the inclination of the mode, limb darkening increases the net amplitude measured on the visible disk (except for i = 90°, where the net amplitude is zero).
Stronger limb darkening at shorter wavelengths enhances the effective amplitude. By measuring amplitudes at various wavelengths, we can estimate the corresponding limb darkening coefficients and thus, the temperature structure of the atmosphere in a manner akin to that for the Sun.
HR 3831, the most extensively studied of the roAp stars, is the ideal candidate for such an analysis. Its eigenfrequency spectrum appears to be dominated by a dipole mode (Kurtz et al. 1992 ) with a period near 11.8 min; there are empirical constraints on its inclination and magnetic obliquity [i > 38°; i or 0 > 62°]; its rotation period is relatively short [~2.85 d] so that one can monitor at least one phase of maximum oscillation amplitude and sample different parts of the stellar surface during a short observing run; and it is fairly bright [V=6.17]. If HR 3831 is pulsating primarily in an (t, m) = (1,0) mode, then one can model its brightness variations as the flux variations of a blackbody whose surface is oscillating in temperature with a dipole pattern. Such models were generated as a function of projected angle a of the pulsation pole, mean temperature T e ff and temperature amplitude AT pu i t for all eight observed bandpasses. (Each bandpass was defined by its central wavelength and FWHM.)
The resulting models were then weighted by the following limb-darkening relation:
where the values of /?" are free parameters. The weighted amplitude ratios from these models were compared to the observed ratios and solutions to /?" estimated by least-squares fitting.
Since we fit amplitude ratios, we must place some constraint on the fitting procedure to derive values of/?. Three fitting approaches were adopted: (1) assuming that log/? = a logA + b; a dependence which applies to solar limb darkening over the wavelength range relevant here; (2) fixing /? for the v filter at various trial values and allowing /? at the other seven wavelengths to vary freely; and (3) fixing /? for the K filter at various values and allowing the others to vary.
The derived values of /?" were then used to solve the expression:
where the source function was represented by the expansion S u {r u ) = a 0 + aiT v + air* + a 3 r* + a 4 r* + a 5 r^ and 7"(0) was sampled over the expected range of luminosity for an F0 V star. The coefficients a ; -were obtained by LU inversion of the 6 x 6 matrix. Finally, the source function was equated with the Planck function
to produce the temperature structure as a function of optical depth. The technique appears relatively insensitive to the choice of mean T e n and ATp U i,, and 7"(0), within reasonable ranges for CP2 stars. Model fits were performed for a range of mean effective temperatures [7500 K < T e a < 8500 K] and tilts of the pulsation pole [30° < a < 80°].
The range of a searched is consistent with limits from the magnetic field variations of HR 3831 and asteroseismology of its p-mode spectrum. (Note that according to the Oblique Pulsator Model (see Kurtz 1990; Matthews 1991) for roAp stars, the pulsation pattern is aligned with the magnetic dipole geometry of the star, so the magnetic and pulsation poles are coincident.) The lower bound on a is set by the phase of the observations in the magnetic cycle of HR 3831; at phase 0.4, the magnetic pole (= pulsation pole) can be no closer to disk centre than ~30°. The upper bound is less than 90° since at that angle, the observed amplitude of the dipole mode would be zero. In fact, no solutions were possible for a > 65°, which matches unpublished constraints found by Kurtz for this star. 
EVIDENCE FOR A TEMPERATURE INVERSION IN HR 3831
Independent of the mode inclination and fitting procedure adopted, two results are clear from the many trial fits: (1) The pronounced decline in amplitude from the optical to the IR demands a steeper T -r gradient than for a grey atmosphere, and (2) A monotonic T -r relation cannot satisfactorily account for all the data. No such curves are able to reproduce the observed amplitude ratios at all wavelengths simultaneously. The best compromise for a monotonic solution (Figure 2 ) leads to an uncomfortably low surface temperature of only 3000 K(!) for an atmosphere with T e a = 8000 K. However, by allowing a temperature inversion in the solution, it is possible to match the observed amplitude ratios, as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 2 . The best fit of a monotonic temperature structure to the amplitude ratios (left panel, solid curve) does not satisfy the data (points) and also yields a T -r curve (right panel, solid curve) with an extremely low surface temperature. Shibahashi and Saio's (1985) model (dotted curve) to account for roAp frequencies observed above the acoustic cutoff of a standard atmosphere.
Empirical Atmosphere for HR 3831 621 CONCLUSIONS k CAVEATS
• The observed amplitude ratios (and upper limits) of HR 3831 can only be matched by a steeper temperature -optical depth relation than for a solar atmosphere. This is a robust finding, independent of the choice of parameters for the models. It is also in general agreement with the results of Shibahashi k Saio (1985) . Although their curve is not so steep (see Fig. 2 ), it was determined by equating the highest oscillation frequency observed in roAp stars to the acoustic cutoff of their model. Hence, their model should represent a lower limit to the T -r slope.
• The best solution is obtained by invoking a temperature inversion near logr(5000A) ~ -0.7. If real, it could suggest a strong source of opacity near this optical depth. If an artifact of the fitting procedure, it might mean that limb darkening is not the only mechanism weighting the observed pulsation amplitudes. Flux redistribution by photospheric spots is a possibility, particularly if the spots are linked to the magnetic (and pulsation) geometry. However, significant redistribution out to infrared wavelengths of 2.2/* seems unlikely, so it is still difficult to avoid a steep T -T curve.
• Note that these results are valid only for one rotational phase of HR 3831, near magnetic maximum. The extreme atmospheric properties inferred here may differ from the average over the entire surface of the star.
• Is a dipole-mode approximation adequate for the pulsations of HR 3831? Kurtz et al. (1992) have argued that the oscillations of HR 3831 are better represented by a "distorted dipole": a single pulsation mode with I = 0,1,2 and 3 spherical harmonic components dominated by I -1. Preliminary tests which include these other components at their relative strengths suggest that this does not change the overall result.
• Does a single blackbody properly reproduce the unweighted amplitude ratios for pulsation in a real atmosphere, where flux arises from layers of differing temperatures? Apparently, yes. Models in which the amplitudes are generated from a set of blackbodies spanning temperatures from 4000 -10,000 K yield un-limb-darkened amplitude ratios similar to those used here. The weighting of the amplitude ratios is dominated by the filtering effect of limb darkening on the pulsation pattern, rather than the fact that fluxes at longer wavelengths arise from cooler atmospheric layers. We have applied for observing time several times to study the spectrum and to look for variability which might allow us to map the surface, but were not awarded any time. BABEL: For an Ap star with T e ff around 8000 K, stratification of chemical elements is so large that neither a solar nor 10 X solar model from Kurucz is expected to reproduce very precisely the atmospheric structure. It would be very interesting to investigate if the abundance stratification predicted by the diffusion model could lead to agreement with your steep T-r relation.
